Things to Consider when Choosing
an Essay Writing Service
If you want to order an essay but can't manage to write my essay and do it yourself, be advised that there
are a lot of scam essay writing services in existence. They target mainly college students and offer low
prices for their papers, which is the reason why they don't make any money the mselves. Be careful when
looking for a reliable paper writing service and consider all of the following 10 tips.

1) Type of writing service you need
First and foremost, decide on the type of papers you want to order. If it' s a research paper, choose a
company that offers such services as well as the necessary materials and the list of references they use for
their papers. If you simply need an essay written from scratch, then you should know that not every paper
writing company offers that type of service. Thus, if you want to be sure a particular company writes essays,
make sure to check their website for the section labeled "essays".
2) Privacy and security policy on the site
Nowadays it's a common thing when online scam e ssay writing services to try to sell their products using
stolen credit cards. As a result, it's crucial for you to look at the privacy and security policy on the website in
order to see if there are any signs that your personal information will be handled in a safe way.
3) Important details on the Terms of Service Page
If an essay writing service is not a scam, they'll always inform you of the following things no matter what
kind of service you order: how much time is needed to complete your order, who is responsible for all
copyrights, and other rights related to the essay writer. The refund policy if any (it should be clearly stated
that there's no way to get a money-back guarantee with most of the academic writing services), and finally,
they should provide you with information on how your order will be handled, i.e. who is going to write it,
when will it be delivered, etc.

4) Look for reviews on the web about the company
Sites that are regularly maintained by their owners are usually better than those that are abandoned and
filled with spam because they usually provide their customers with lots of useful content and informat ion. As
a result, you should check the web for reviews about an essay writing service before considering placing an
order and reading through all the feedback other people have left.
5) Free revisions policy
A genuine custom essays service should offer fre e revisions no matter what. If they don't, this is a clear sign
that you should look for another company.
6) Look at the writer's qualifications and experience
The best way to find out if an essay writing service is worth your attention or not is by checki ng who will be
assigned to the essay writing service. This mainly depends on the type of academic paper you need, but in
most cases, it's best to choose someone who has a Master's or Ph.D. degree as well as addi tional credentials
such as being a member of the relevant academic association and having lots of publications on academic
websites.
7) Plagiarism check policy
In case an essay writing service offers papers that are 100% plagiarism -free, they should also provide you
with tools that help to check the originality of the papers before delivering them. As a result, you should
know that there are lots of companies offering these services in addition to their writing service. Thus,
always make sure you read through their plagiarism policy and see how they check for plagiarism before
placing an order.
8) Price policy
Nowadays it's common thing for essay writing services to offer their academic papers as cheap as possible
instead of having a transparent price policy . In other words, if you want to be sure that the company is not
going to overcharge you, make sure to check their website and see what prices they have for different types
of academic papers.
9) Look for discounts, coupons, and promo codes
If you want to save money on buying your essays, look for coupon codes or promo offers first. If you're
lucky enough, some essay writing services are regularly offering their customers freebies such as discounts,
giveaways, etc., however not every company is that generous.
10) Look at the website's design and usability
If you're browsing for an essay writing company on the web, always check if their sites are professional
enough or not. The easiest way to do that is by checking how easy it is to navigate
through YourEssayWriter.net, whether they provide lots of valuable content or just fill up pages with their
academic papers and so on.

